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Shoulder Pain Biomechanics, Rehabilitation and Prevention in Wheelchair Basketball Players: A Narrative Review
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Abstract: Wheelchair basketball (WB) is an increasingly popular sport that guarantees numerous health benefits for people with disabilities who regularly practice it; such as an improved quality of life and psychophysical well-being. However, WB is a contact and high-stress sport, which exposes players to frequent overloads and injuries, mainly affecting the upper limbs. Therefore, shoulder pain (SP) is the most common musculoskeletal disorder among WB players, forcing them to suspend or abandon this sport activity. This narrative review aims to summarize all the known literature on this topic and to be a starting point for further research. Firstly, it explores the biomechanical causes that lead to SP and the underlying diseases, among which the most recurrent are rotator cuff tendinopathies. Furthermore, this overview deepens the most effective and specific rehabilitation programs for SP in WB players and it emphasizes the need for further studies to trial new rehabilitative protocols using novel technologies to make them faster and more personalized. In this regard, the general recommendation still remains to perform a combination of exercises such as strengthening, endurance and stretching exercises of various durations and intensities. To conclude, the most important prevention strategies are described, underlining the need for constant sport-specific training led by qualified personnel and suggesting some insights on possible new research aimed at improving wheelchair ergonomics, stressing the importance of a multidisciplinary team fully dedicated to the individual athlete.
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1. Introduction

Wheelchair basketball (WB) is one of the most popular Paralympic sports [1]. It is still rapidly growing in popularity and the international competitions are even more numerous all around the world [1]. The increasing professionalism level and interest in this sport among people with disabilities require a more scientific view of this game [2]. WB is a valid tool to promote physical and mental wellness, especially in people with disabilities [3]. Sports in general [4,5], and WB in particular [6], have a positive impact on different aspects of everyday life, decreasing depression, phobias, anxiety and improving quality of life. Moreover, it could provide an opportunity to find gainful employment compared with nonathletic persons with disabilities [7].

On the other hand, this sport carries along some risks. WB is a cause of several injuries, the most typical of which involve the upper limbs [8]. In particular, shoulder pain (SP) is the most frequent complaint and consequence of WB-related injuries. Indeed, the shoulder is commonly affected by trauma and overuse when practicing WB [9]. These injuries are primarily caused by the high shoulder performance and biomechanical loads which are required for this sport’s specific gestures [10]. Therefore, it is very important to prevent upper limb injuries in these athletes in order to guarantee regular sport practice and the ability to maintain daily life activities. Although the positive aspects and risks of this sport are known, there are no current well-coded prevention strategies and rehabilitation shoulder protocols [11], which inevitably require an overall study of the mechanisms and musculoskeletal disorders underlying SP.

For this review, a search was carried out on Pubmed, Cochraine and Medline considering all the studies of the last thirty years which dealt with epidemiology, disease, prevention and rehabilitation of shoulder pain in wheelchair basketball players. Then, a descriptive overview of this scientific literature was performed.

The aim of this literature narrative review is thus to be the first, to our knowledge, to enclose all the concerns surrounding SP and consequently investigate its epidemiology, biomechanics and musculoskeletal pathologies that could cause it, highlighting the best rehabilitation and prevention techniques for WB-related SP.

2. Biomechanics and Musculoskeletal Disorders Underlying Shoulder Pain in WB Players

WB is a contact, overuse and overhead sport, so it is natural to expect that shoulders are extremely exposed to the risk of injuries [12].

Moreover, the continuous use of the wheelchair, which depends on individual weight-bearing, creates unnatural biomechanical efforts on the upper limbs, which are primarily designed for transfers and mobility [13]. As a consequence, SP, which is also a common complaint in the general population [14], is even more frequent among wheelchair users, particularly those who regularly practice WB [8].

In 2020, a standardized injury reporting system was developed during the WB World Championship and showed that 14% of all recorded injuries concerned the shoulders [15]. A systematic review by Sà et al. investigated the most common injuries among WB players and reported that injuries most commonly involve the upper limbs (47.2%) [16]. Karasuyama et al. recently confirmed the high prevalence of SP in WB players that ranges from 38–75%, with an incidence rate of around 14% [17].

SP is a musculoskeletal complaint potentially influenced by many different factors [8]. It seems obvious that SP incidence could be influenced by age [18], gender [9], daily wheelchair use [19] and type of disability [20]. Nevertheless, SP related to WB is a very specific disorder, typical of an equally specific population, characterized by people who regularly practice WB, who should be considered the net of some inhomogeneous features due to their peculiar profile [8].

Indeed, regarding the assessment of the SP in WB players, the Wheelchair User’s Shoulder Pain Index (WUSPI) scale, which is traditionally dedicated to SP in wheelchair users, is not always considered when investigating SP related to sport gestures [21]. So,
Yıldırım et al. proposed a new tool to specifically evaluate SP during WB activities, distinguishing it from the pain derived from the activities of daily living [22]. This factor is emblematic of the peculiarity and clinical significance of SP in WB players.

However, why is SP so common in WB? Firstly, WB has biomechanical characteristics that require performance with high physical effort for the shoulders [8]. This sport involves intermittent phases of high intensity that combine wheelchair maneuvers and ball manipulation [25]. Moreover, repetitive and overhead movements, such as reaching, propulsion, throwing, passing and sudden changes of direction with a wheelchair can be responsible for an increased load on the shoulders [24,25].

Wheelchair propulsion itself seems particularly overloading for the shoulder complex [26]. In fact, WB propulsion mechanics encourage the scapula’s systematic protraction, leading to altered posture and tighter anterior muscles. This is indirectly demonstrated by the acute biceps tendon changes related to wheelchair sports overuse [27]. In fact, these tendons are front stabilizers which suffer as a result of the sporting use of the wheelchair. This mechanism involves the anterosuperior structures of the shoulder. Fast and inclined wheelchair propulsion kinetics determine a strong vertical and posterior load on the shoulder, which could cause a compression of the subacromial structures against the overlying acromion, thus causing exposure to impingement syndromes [20]. As a consequence, compensatory muscle imbalances can be caused both by long-term wheelchair-sport-related propulsion and by poor training programs in the strengthening of rotator cuff and scapular stabilizer muscles [28]. Shoulders have to be mobile enough to allow a full range of motion (ROM), but simultaneously they have to be stable enough to maintain integrity and to organize external forces [29,30]. As a result, constant and specific training is necessary to protect and improve shoulder functionality [31]. This is the reason why better-trained wheelchair athletes usually experience less SP than less-trained players [32]. The lack of well-balanced sports training inevitably exposes WB players to the risk of overload due to poor control of the forces exerting the shoulders [29]. Each athlete has to gradually increase their tolerance to force intensity. When the individual levels of amplitude, frequency and duration of external loading are exceeded, the risk of SP due to overload drastically rises (Figure 1) [33].

Figure 1. Summary of biomechanical causes of shoulder pain in wheelchair basketball players.

Nevertheless, WB-specific movements are sometimes less stressful for the shoulders. Chénier et al. evaluated the impact of dribbling on the joint and push rim kinetics in WB athletes [1]. They found that sprinting was associated with a peak shoulder load ranging from 13% to 346% higher than in previous studies on standard wheelchair propulsion, while dribbling, which is a typical WB-specific gesture, reduced the peak external forces in the anterior and medial direction at the shoulder compared to sprinting without a ball [1].
Another main concern is the effect of trunk control on the shoulder. Since WB is an adapted sport, biomechanics is strictly linked to the athlete’s sitting position and trunk control [34]. Unlike running basketball players, for whom the strength for the throw comes from the lower limbs, the transmission of power to the pull in WB players derives from the trunk, hence increasing shoulder overuse [34].

It is therefore no coincidence that, according to the WB classification system, the score assigned to each player on the court depends precisely on their control of the trunk [35]. A better trunk extensor and flexor strength and balance give greater stability and tolerance to loads, ensuring a better performance and a higher classification score [36]. On the other hand, the posterior pelvic tilt position associated with poor trunk control in WB players causes a rise of thoracic kyphosis and a forward head position, resulting in anterior displacement of the shoulder girdles, consequently causing exposure to SP [37]. The shoulder joint was not designed for lifting weights, but when trunk is not stable, shoulders are overloaded to ensure pushing movements and postural adjustments on wheelchairs, experiencing increased axial loads, intra-articular pressure and soft tissue compression [38]. It follows that the Performance-Corrected Wheelchair User’s Shoulder Pain Index (PC-WUSPI) score is higher among WB players without trunk control [37].

Moreover, dynamic control of sitting posture is important for a correct scapula–thoracic and glenohumeral function in terms of WB performance [39]. Players with a scarce dynamic trunk control at a lumbopelvic level tend to sit with their pelvis tilted 15 degrees more to the posterior plan than players with a normal trunk control [40]. This position improves their balance, but it also exacerbates loads on the rotator cuff when rapid movements on the court are required. In the long period, there is a high risk of developing degenerative tendons tears and SP [40]. Devising new seating solutions could therefore be very useful in countering this problem. Janssen-Potten et al. showed that an altered sitting posture with a forward inclination may decrease fatigue for manual long-term wheelchair users, and this could also be a promising option for professional WB players [41].

With specific regard to the musculoskeletal diseases underlying SP in WB players, rotator cuff tears, and particularly impingement syndrome, are the most common diagnosis, but not the only ones (Figure 2) [42].

Figure 2. Trunk instability and compression of the subacromial structures are the main reasons why impingement syndrome represents the most common diagnosis that leads to shoulder pain in wheelchair basketball players.
As described above, rotator cuff tendons, especially supraspinatus, are extremely exposed to biomechanical stress both for the reduction of subacromial space and for the excessive efforts due to under-load rotational movements during sports practice. A study by Ortega-Santiago et al. identified a localized hypersensitivity and a significant number of trigger points at the shoulder and cervical spine level in elite male WB players with SP compared to asymptomatic elite male WB players and elite male able-bodied basketball players (Figure 3) [43].

This suggests that WB has similarities and differences to running basketball that still need to be investigated in their ability to determine shoulder muscle affections. In 2022, Sakai et al. used magnetic resonance as a diagnostic tool to determine the diseases which cause SP in WB players [44]. They confirmed that the most frequent shoulder tear is supraspinatus tendinosis due to reduced acromion–humeral distance. However, they also highlighted a high frequency of glenohumeral and acromioclavicular joint osteoarthritis. As mentioned before, high external glenohumeral forces in the posterior and lateral directions and high internal movements in flexion and adduction are strong biomechanical stresses for these joints, and they are strictly related to an increased prevalence of edema and thickening of the coracoacromial ligament [45,46]. In addition, falls and contrasts can cause direct trauma on shoulder joints, also determining SP [47].
Finally, even tendinitis in the long head of the biceps tendon could be a possible cause of SP in WB athletes (Figure 1) [48]. The biomechanical importance of this tendon, which works in synergy with the rotator cuff, in anterior shoulder mobility is well known [49]. Tsunoda et al. found an interesting correlation between WUSPI score and the presence of this tendinitis in a cohort of female WB players [48]. In particular, it seems that a sports-related tenderness in the bicipital groove point could lead to shoulder ROM limitation and SP.

The direct knowledge of all these findings in terms of biomechanics and musculoskeletal pathologies that cause SP requires us to deepen all the available strategies to achieve rehabilitative outcomes as rapidly and effectively as possible and mainly to prevent SP in those who practice WB, allowing them to continue playing regularly, without leaving the field.

3. Shoulder Pain in Wheelchair Basketball Players: Prevention Strategies

As previously stated, SP in WB players is due to many different biomechanical and physical factors, on which it is often not possible to intervene [32]. On the other hand, prevention strategies can be aimed at some modifiable aspects relating to players’ physical preparation and to the ergonomics of the wheelchairs used in WB [50].

With regard to physical training, there are few studies about the prevention programs to avoid injuries and SP in disabled athletes, especially in WB players [51,52].

One of the starting bases for injury prevention in all sports is good training [53,54]. In a study by Cavaggioni et al. [55], it was demonstrated that a customized training program in Parasports is important not only for improving performance but also for preventing injuries. It should be advised and followed by a professional coach who can personalize and modify it during different phases and according to the sport and athlete’s characteristics [56]. The demand for optimal performance requires specific tactical and technical training strategies to improve physical abilities, particularly for wheelchair athletes [57]. According to them, residual functions can be trained on the field and in the wheelchair with adapted exercises such as wheelchair ergometers, manual cycling and endurance training [58]. These interventions should be aimed at the shoulders by reinforcing functional movement patterns and scapula kinematics symmetry through strength and coordination exercises, which could be also performed using elastic band and biofeedback methods [58]. Moreover, as a complement to strengthening workouts, passive shoulder stretching should be encouraged in all wheelchair athletes to improve proprioceptive abilities and gradually increase joint ROM [59,60]. Turbanski et al. demonstrated the effectiveness of a 8-week resistance training including five load exercises in improving upper limb strength and power in wheelchair athletes and enhancing performance in sport activities, but also in ADLs [61]. This muscle training increases shoulder stability, consequently decreasing the risk of injury and SP. With specific regard to WB players, a 2017 systematic review by Heyward et al. suggested the use of handcycling in elite athletes in general physical preparation phases, when there are no upcoming competitions, in order to reduce the risk of shoulder disorders [2]. In fact, unlike the manual wheelchair, handcycling allows the user to evenly distribute the glenohumeral contact force throughout the propulsion cycle, thus increasing stability, reducing overuse of the joint itself and preventing SP (Figure 4) [62].

Wilroy et al. proposed a 6-week strengthening and stretching intervention program which decreases risk factors for shoulder injury in WB athletes implementing internal and external rotation ROM and strength [63]. Despite a small sample size, this protocol seems promising as it improves scapular kinematics and SP relief and it is performed in a mixed setting, both home-based and in a controlled physiotherapeutic laboratory. With regard to this, in parallel with a more complex training program specifically organized for these athletes and followed by qualified personnel, even simple exercises carried out independently at home can give satisfactory results. Indeed, a home-based shoulder exercise protocol by García-Gómez et al. significantly reduced the risk of injury and SP, implementing the joint ROM. This could represent an easy and feasible complementary prevention program for WB
players if they are previously well instructed by their trainers [64]. Paulson et al. showed that longitudinal monitoring of both internal and external individual training load (TL) is important to improve performance, reduce the risk of injury and monitor improvements over time, in order to optimize preparation physics within a team environment [65].

**Figure 4. Benefits of using handcycles while exercising.** Shoulder position without overhead movement protects the shoulder itself from pain onset.

In addition, the medical history of WB players should be analyzed in detail. In fact, in some of these athletes, precisely because of the main injury that led them to wheelchair use, respiratory [66] and cardiovascular [67] alterations may coexist [68]. These cardiorespiratory disorders can determine more rapid upper limb fatigue and lower performance as well as easy general fatigability, which is also potentially responsible for shoulder injury [69]. In these cases, it would be indicated to provide respiratory and cardiological training programs to prevent fatigue and to improve the efficiency of the musculoskeletal system, protecting it from overloads [70].

Even the ergonomics of sports wheelchairs can be modified with a view to improving the performance of WB players, limiting the risk of SP and injuries. However, this balance between high performance and safety is difficult to achieve, and it represents a great challenge for all the health professionals involved in wheelchair sport injury management. Athlete and wheelchair should be considered as a single entity since the wheelchair itself should be understood as an integral part of the player’s body [71]. As a consequence, the tools necessary to guarantee this union must be carefully considered. Thus, the use of restraints during the game should be further investigated as an opportunity to optimize dynamic posture and to give stability to the shoulders, in addition to adequate athletic training and muscle strengthening [72]. Despite the belief of some WB players that con- tentions may limit their performance, it has already been shown that the use of straps by WB players increases their active trunk movement, gives better stability and limits the number of injuries [73]. In this way, the propulsion is more effective and causes less strain on the shoulders.

It has been demonstrated that some particular wheelchairs’ features can improve the performance of these athletes, consequently also reducing the muscles’ fatigability in order to prevent SP. In fact, Veeger et al. showed that some non-modifiable factors, such as better classification scores and greater experience, but also some modifiable factors, such as correct wheel axis height, hand rim diameter, camber angle and a suitable vertical distance between the shoulder and rear wheel axis, are positively associated with mobility
performance and shoulder stability [74]. On the contrary, the vertical distance between the front seat height and the footrest is often difficult to set for the needs of each athlete and could negatively influence mobility, thus causing exposure to falls and upper limbs injuries. The position of the seat, understood as both inclination and height, the camber of the rear wheel, the size of the wheels and the diameter and materials of the hand rim have caught the attention of many experts, who have tried to study the best solutions [75,76]. It was shown that a new flexible and high-friction hand rim is able to reduce finger and wrist flexor activity during propulsion [77]. The main limitation of the current findings is that the literature mostly deals with the best features for wheelchair users in ADLs, while it rarely focuses on sport-related injury prevention strategies, especially in WB players. Nevertheless, some solutions that make wheelchairs perform better in everyday life may also be valid on the court. Gorce et al. demonstrated that low and backward seat position allows a greater propulsion efficiency, but it could also increase the risk of upper limb injuries due to unbalanced joint positions and amplitudes [78]. Applying this finding to the WB, this seat position could determine a strong shoulder overuse, particularly to the damage of the rotator cuff.

On the other hand, a correct shoulder position during WB practice can greatly reduce the risk of injury [79]. A 2019 review by Riley et al. suggests the possibility of filming, either trivially with a video to be viewed later in slow motion or by more efficient methods, such as of players during games so that their misplaced postures could be studied, customizing wheelchair adaptations specific to each athlete and avoiding SP [70]. The available literature also suggests that just before the release of the wheelchair, right at the end of the stroke, the elbow should be slightly flexed and the joint itself should be 1–2 inches ahead of the most forward part of the pushing rim [80–82]. In addition, since the movement of internal rotation of the glenohumeral joint during pushing can cause impingement with powerful strokes, it would be safe to pay special attention to it, in order to prevent SP [83].

Based on these findings, a good prevention program should include personalized training, modified during different phases of athletic condition and designed according to the athlete’s characteristics and medical history. It should be focused on: endurance; shoulder strength exercises to reinforce functional movement patterns and scapula kinematic symmetry; and passive shoulder stretching to gradually increase joint ROM. In addition, the wheelchair should be projected not only to improve performance, but also to help the athletes to reduce injury risks.

Finally, it seems clear now that a multidisciplinary approach is essential to prevent SP in this category of patients [84–86]. Specifically, a team consisting of specialized medical doctors, physiotherapists and orthopedic technicians and competent trainers is indispensable for a high and safe performance, preventing SP and overall injuries. It seems appropriate for these figures to coordinate and work together for the player’s well-being [87]. Further studies for SP prevention in WB players are therefore needed.

4. Shoulder Pain in Wheelchair Basketball Players: Rehabilitation Updates and Challenges

Whereas there are many exercise protocols focused on treating SP in the everyday wheelchair users [88,89], only a few are dedicated to relieving SP in WB players, which will be discussed in this paragraph. As a consequence, WB players’ rehabilitation protocols are still not specific to the needs of these athletes.

In addition, all the available therapies face the inability to provide complete rest, as the upper limbs are often needed for the activities of daily living (ADLs), particularly in people with a spinal cord injury (SCI) [89]. With regard to these patients, a review by Cratsenberg et al. stated that therapeutic exercise is effective in relieving SP, leading to a slow but long-term reduction in WUSPI scores [90]. In particular, a combination of strengthening exercises, targeting the posterior shoulder muscles for power and endurance, and stretching exercises, targeting the muscles of the anterior shoulder joint structures, are generally recommended. However, the duration of interventions in reviewed studies varied
widely, ranging from 8 weeks to 6 months. The intensity of exercise protocols was variable as well; even a daily exercise program by Curtis et al. produced an initial worsening of the SP two months after the baseline [91], and therefore it cannot be excluded that an increasing intensity represents an overload that exacerbates pain in the short term. It follows that it is still necessary to investigate the effectiveness of these therapeutic protocols in relation to duration, intensity and type of exercise.

With regard to wheelchair athletes, Riley et al. provided an interesting rehabilitation protocol experiencing SP related to subacromial impingement [70]. The authors developed a protocol divided into acute, maintenance and performance phases, including both rotator cuff and periscapular muscles to increase subacromial space; they underlined the importance of strengthening exercises for pectoralis, triceps and biceps in the last phase to promote power and speed when an athlete returns to sport. They also highly recommended that these performance exercises are not carried out until low-level sport activities are pain-free, not exceeding 3 sets of 10 repetitions without causing fatigue.

The need to ensure faster and more intense rehabilitation for a quicker return to the field of WB athletes has led in recent years to the development of some home-based therapeutic exercise protocols. The results of these protocols applied to wheelchair users affected by SP are really encouraging in terms of SP reduction and shoulder functional improvement, since it is possible to develop high-intensity training programs that are also easy and feasible to carry out at home [92]. However, the same cannot be said at the moment for WB athletes. In fact, in 2019 García-Gómez et al. published a study which investigated the effectiveness of a 10-week shoulder home-based exercise program (SHEP) for WB elite athletes suffering from SP [64]. Compared to the control group, the intervention group did not achieve significant improvement in pain relief and shoulder ROM. As the authors stated, these findings could be attributed to the fact that professional WB athletes are called to high performance and are engaged in close competitions. As a result, they undergo constant efforts that affect rehabilitation effects. According to this, WB athletes require regular shoulder evaluations and maintenance exercise strategies to stabilize the shoulder joint and prevent injuries when they perform ADLs and sports activities [64]. An exercise program including a warm-up phase, resistance training and stretching positions could guarantee flexibility and balance of shoulder muscles, avoiding SP both in nonathletic and in athletic WB players.

New technologies could provide great help in improving rehabilitation outcomes in WB players. Telerehabilitation represents a growing opportunity, and its applications are increasing, especially since the COVID-19 pandemic [93–95]. In 2014, Van Straaten et al. showed the effectiveness of home exercise on the SP, function and strength of manual wheelchair users with SCI [88]. They carried out a 12-week home exercise program for rotator cuff and scapular stabilization, including a high dose of 3 sets of 30 repetitions, 3 times weekly under the therapist’s supervision via videoconferencing. All the outcome measures improved at all detection times and these results were later confirmed by a systematic review that stated the functional and quality of life benefits of telerehabilitation for people with disabilities [96]. However, there are still no similar studies specifically dedicated to WB players.

At the same time, surface electromyography (sEMG) seems a valid tool to speed up the recovery from SP in this athletic population. A recent study by Fari et al. demonstrated that real-time deltoid muscle activity and shoulder ROM monitoring using sEMG provides a better improvement both in SP and in sport-specific gestures, such as the 20 m straight line test, when compared to a control group who underwent the same rehabilitation protocol without control [97]. In fact, after a 4-week program and at an 8-week follow-up, the intervention group achieved greater and more rapid results. This might be attributed to the possibility of customizing and correcting the exercises’ execution in real time, through the use of a screen that allows the patient to practice in a biofeedback method and the therapist to detect any motor dyskinesias. The same sEMG device was also used for investigating the supraspinatus muscle activity as the rehabilitation keystone to reduce SP and improve
shoulder ROM in WB players [98]. A four-week exercise protocol (two exercise sessions per week, one hour per session) was carried out, adapting volume and intensity for each individual within a pain-free range. Each session included resistance exercises with rubber bands and increasing weights for strengthening shoulder rotators, adductors, abductors and extensors, with particular attention to supraspinatus, and it ended with stretching exercises for all the muscles of the shoulder girdle. The rehabilitation improvements were encouraging and in line with other similar studies regarding the application of sEMG for SP treatment in wheelchair users [99]. Accordingly, the rotator cuff dysfunctions should be investigated, specifically treated and, where possible, prevented both for WB players and for wheelchair users who do not practice any sport.

In conclusion, it seems mandatory to take an innovative SP rehabilitation path for WB players which exploits new technologies [100,101]. The goal is making the treatments more personalized and creating an individual rehabilitation project [102,103]. At the same time, the rehabilitative protocols should be more homogeneous and standardized, while also having the aim of making the outcomes more objective.

The purpose of this is to implement the potential of sports rehabilitation, which requires specific protocols based on sports characteristics and athletes’ musculoskeletal pain [104,105], particularly for WB players.

5. Conclusions

SP in WB players is an increasingly important issue. A better knowledge of the pathologies that cause it and the mechanisms underlying the onset of SP could be the starting point to find its solution and consequently reduce its negative impact on wheelchair athletes. Rehabilitation should be even more personalized and specific to the characteristics of each athlete, also taking into consideration the underlying pathologies that made the athlete themselves a disabled person and using new emerging technologies to accelerate their return to the field and thus avoid prolonged suspension from sport activities. The main limitation of this study is that it is a purely narrative review, the purpose of which is descriptive and not based on statistical data. However, a strong point is that this review focuses on everything related to shoulder pain in WB, and this can be useful to promote the safe practice of this sport. Prevention strategies should focus on physical training and wheelchair features, which turns out to be an integral part of athletes’ bodies. The focus on these players should be carried out by a multidisciplinary professional team consisting of physiotherapists, physiatrists, orthopedic technicians and specialized coaches, so that people with disabilities can practice WB with regularity, thus obtaining great benefits for their health, both mentally and physically.
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